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Abstract

Economic policies that concentrate wealth and aggravate socioeconomic inequalities often have negative impacts on human rights. For example, evidence points to the unequal impact of austerity measures—such as the defunding and privatizing of health care—on already disadvantaged groups and individuals. Despite its detrimental impacts, austerity often appears as a necessary evil in times when difficult choices must be made. Justified through arguments of trickle-down economics to support growth, the realization of human rights is postponed. Human rights are sidelined as guidelines that inform rather than limit such measures. The assumption that wealth concentration and the consequent reduction of human rights standards may be justified suggests a problematic conception of equality in human rights law. In this paper, I critically examine the way that this assumption informs the exclusion of distributive considerations from the scope of equality within human rights law. I identify and evaluate the emerging interpretations of equality beyond the legal-technical notion of equal treatment and the prohibition of discrimination and the extent to which equality in human rights may take on a distributive function in combating policies of wealth concentration such as austerity.
Introduction

Times of economic crisis present policy makers with difficult choices. Austerity measures are policies aimed at alleviating an economic crisis through the rearrangement of public spending. The element of choice lies in the election of what is to be prioritized in the expenditure, and what is to be considered less essential or productive. Characteristics of austerity measures are the reduction of welfare benefits and the stalling, and often retrogression, of the realization of human rights. Socioeconomic rights such as the right to health are particularly targeted as excessive burdens on state expenditure. Attacks on health care through defunding or privatization are thus employed within an argument for efficiency and necessity. For example, austerity measures in Spain “shifted certain health costs on to individuals,” impacting most harshly the most vulnerable. Similar experiences in the United Kingdom, Portugal, Ireland, and Italy further demonstrate the economic and health-related failures of austerity measures. In prioritizing economic revitalization, public expenditures on health, social protection, and welfare benefits in general are sacrificed. Following neoliberal ideologies, private enterprises are prioritized in reestablishing economic productivity, resulting in the concentration of capital in the hands of these entities, the impoverishment of the working class, and a consequent increase in socioeconomic inequality.

Despite the ideological underpinnings of austerity measures, human rights law approaches them through a neutral lens. The compatibility between austerity and human rights law is assessed with a view to the relevant standards imposed by the legal framework, best dealt with under the scope of economic, social, and cultural rights. Although resource allocation and distribution is required for the progressive realization of these rights, human rights law adopts a neutral stance concerning the economic model and strategies to be adopted. While setbacks in the protection, respect for, and fulfillment of human rights may trigger the responsibility of states and other actors, austerity per se is not necessarily incompatible with human rights law, as space remains open for its justification. Scrutiny of austerity measures is therefore carried out through a technical analysis of the conditions for the retrogression in the realization of rights, or their limitations. This approach excludes a more structural consideration of the dynamics of wealth concentration that underpin austerity.

Austerity measures are often imposed by creditors with the leverage to request particular strategies for satisfying debt at all costs. While economic influences stemming from international human rights law cause unease, international impositions of economic strategy are a normality. International law has long been a vehicle for the imposition of economic restructuring, at times adopting the language of human rights in the push for “adjustment with a human face.” International financial institutions play a central part in defining the economic ideology followed in times of crisis. While the moral responsibility of respecting human rights may be inferred from the severe consequences of these bodies’ actions in the international sphere, precise legal obligations are harder to establish. The responsibility for human rights falls solely on the state, which in turn often argues that the imposition of austerity measures by creditors makes its actions unavoidable.

Against this background, I examine the potential of the principle of equality and non-discrimination (or equality norm) in restricting austerity measures. While this principle is mostly interpreted as being limited to a prohibition of discrimination, scholars have called for its revitalization, particularly in an economically distributive sense. Emerging interpretations develop a distinction between a broader notion of equality as a principle that informs the application of the legal system in its entirety and the more specific, grounds-based prohibition of discrimination.
Beyond nondiscrimination and informing the application of particular socioeconomic rights such as the right to health, I argue that equality may take on a distributive function in combating policies of wealth concentration such as austerity.

In the first section of this paper, I introduce human rights law’s responses to austerity measures. By analyzing human rights law standards on retrogressive measures, I identify limitations that allow for the legal justification of austerity. In the second section, I unpack the reduction of the equality norm to a prohibition of discrimination in human rights law. I assess emerging interpretations of the equality norm that go beyond identity-based nondiscrimination and highlight its distributive potential. Finally, I consider the application of a revitalized interpretation of equality to austerity measures and identify the need for further, more concrete considerations of equality as a fundamental norm of human rights law.

Austerity and human rights law

The detrimental effects of austerity have been consistently demonstrated. Under discussion are not their beneficial or detrimental nature, but rather their inevitability as the way to handle economic crises. Proponents of austerity claim that moments of crisis call for difficult choices to be made in prioritizing spending, justifying the reduction of living standards as a necessary evil. Relevant to this examination is how human rights law may scrutinize this inevitability. Although policy makers use such crises to justify austerity measures, it is precisely during a crisis that human rights law must provide a safeguard against the deterioration of living standards. Beyond providing minimum standards, however, human rights do not seem to regulate distributive policies. While distribution may be required to safeguard and realize rights, the economic strategy to be adopted is left to the discretion of states. And so the United Nations Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights makes it clear that

"in terms of political and economic systems the [International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights] is neutral and its principles cannot accurately be described as being predicated exclusively upon the need for, or the desirability of a socialist or a capitalist system, or a mixed, centrally planned, or laissez-faire economy, or upon any other particular approach." Consequently, the adoption of wealth-concentrating austerity as a policy choice aimed at predicted economic gain per se does not seem to contradict human rights obligations. Only if the result of these measures is found to conflict with these obligations may a violation be identified. Analysis of compatibility must therefore be done on a case-by-case basis.

Justifying austerity

Article 2 of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) establishes the obligation of states to “take steps … to the maximum of [their] available resources, with a view to achieving progressively the full realization of the rights recognized in the [ICESCR].” Requiring the progressive (as opposed to immediate) realization of rights is “a necessary flexibility device, reflecting the realities of the real world and the difficulties faced by any country in ensuring full realization of economic, social and cultural rights.” Opening the space for justifying retrogression is an acceptance that economic circumstances may be beyond states’ control. The Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, while neutral to economic strategy, has stated that in employing retrogressive measures, states have “the burden of proving that they have been introduced after the most careful consideration of all alternatives and that they are
duly justified by reference to the totality of the rights provided for in the [ICESCR] in the context of the full use of the State party’s maximum available resources.”19 Thus, not only is the stalling or halting of rights realization justifiable, but so is their retrogression.

One safeguard against non-realization and retrogression is found in the committee’s “minimum core” doctrine, which determines that “a minimum core obligation to ensure the satisfaction of, at the very least, minimum essential levels of each of the rights is incumbent upon every State party.”20 However, the committee has been inconsistent in affirming the absolute or relative nature of minimum core obligations. In the context of the right to health, the committee at one point stressed that “a State party cannot, under any circumstances whatsoever, justify its noncompliance with the core obligations …, which are non-derogable.”21 It eventually returned, however, to the original position that the failure to fulfill minimum core obligations can be justified as long as it is demonstrated “that every effort has been made to use all resources that are at its disposition in an effort to satisfy, as a matter of priority, those minimum obligations.”22 For some, the provision for such justifications makes it possible for states to justify retrogressions that would otherwise be considered impermissible and unjustifiable.23

In the particular context of austerity measures, a letter by the chairman of the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights adds that, in justifying their adoption, states must demonstrate that the measures are temporary, necessary and proportionate, nondiscriminatory, and respectful of minimum core obligations.24 An in-depth engagement with each of these conditions is not the purpose of this text.25 It suffices to observe that the establishment of conditions for the analysis of compatibility is an a priori acceptance that wealth-concentrating austerity measures may be compatible with human rights standards. Even if the nonfulfillment of minimum core obligations places a burden on the state to prove compatibility, the space is nevertheless allowed for justification under particular conditions.26 This approach allows for an “as long as” formula in the examination of austerity: as long as standards are kept, wealth-concentrating austerity shall be permitted. As austerity is not per se incompatible with human rights standards, the determination of compatibility is left to a technical assessment under human rights law.27 A crucial part of this assessment is that the state carries the burden of demonstrating compatibility.

Similarly, and in the context of the Greek austerity measures, the European Committee of Social Rights has noted that

\[\text{even taking into account the particular context in Greece created by the economic crisis and the fact that the Government was required to take urgent decisions, the Committee furthermore considers that the Government has not conducted the minimum level of research and analysis into the effects of such far-reaching measures that is necessary to assess in a meaningful manner their full impact on vulnerable groups in society.}^{28}\]

While the European Committee of Social Rights does not offer particular alternatives, the ideological inevitability of austerity ends up challenged through neutral procedural language: “as a result, the Committee considers that it has not been discovered whether other measures could have been put in place, which may have limited the cumulative effects of the contested restrictions upon pensioners.”29 The committee equally avoids any interference in socioeconomic policy choices, relying on a more technical examination. Through this approach, however, the element of “legitimate public interest” in the measures remains unquestioned:

\[\text{while the invoked legislative measures could in principle be regarded as pursuing a legitimate public interest, the Committee is unable to consider that there are sufficient elements in the material before}\]
it to justify restrictions to the Charter rights at stake as being proportionate and thus in conformity with what is permitted by Article 31 of the Charter.  

Considering the measures to be in principle a legitimate public interest accepts at face value the ideological presuppositions underlying austerity. Through this approach, not only does human rights law fail to scrutinize the belief regarding the “trickle-down” benefits of wealth concentration and socioeconomic inequality, but also, by accepting a priori the legitimacy of the measures, it allows for the validation of an ideological assumption of compatibility between wealth accumulation and the postponement of human rights realization on the one hand, and human rights standards on the other. Meanwhile, the presupposition of such compatibility between a trickle-down approach and human rights law has been questioned. Critics suggest that under a human rights-based approach to economic recovery, human rights would inform the election of policies in times of crisis, producing an economic strategy that works for rather than against human rights realization.

The human rights-based approach

Austerity measures are not without alternative. The economic assumptions that underlie austerity have long been questioned within and outside the field of economics. While grounded in the neoliberal assumption that temporary inequalities are beneficial for the economy, their economic inefficiency has been repeatedly demonstrated. Alternative perspectives point to the socioeconomic value of safeguarding human rights standards in times of crisis. But beyond economic efficiency, upholding human rights standards is not optional, given that states remain under obligations to progressively realize rights to their maximum available resources. Rights-based approaches take a further step, however, by rejecting assumptions that the postponement of rights realization or retrogressions may be necessary for economic recovery. Rather, they take the realization of rights as the starting point for any strategy of economic recovery. As clarified by Magdalena Sepúlveda Carmona, “From a human rights perspective, recovery must start with the most vulnerable and disadvantaged, who are rights holders rather than burdensome or passive recipients of charity.”

The question arises as to the validity of leaving unquestioned the trickle-down position by reference to the neutrality of human rights law. As explained by Margot Salomon, scrutiny must seek to clarify to what extent the face-value acceptance of trickle-down economics is compatible with human rights law standards:

On a human rights account, the argument that the poor will ultimately benefit, that is that they benefit “over time”, is difficult to defend. Human rights are not to be postponed for pronounced greater objectives, for example, an increase in national or global wealth or for benefits anticipated at some indeterminate time in the future. From the perspective of human rights theory, the argument made for sacrificing distributional equity in favour of rapid accumulation is rejected.

The argument that wealth-concentrating austerity may (if deemed justified) be compatible with human rights law cannot be sustained. Dangerously, it relies on a technocratic assessment that does not scrutinize an ideological perspective of economic recovery that promotes the postponement of human rights obligations.

In this context, questions as to the role of equality in combating wealth concentration and extreme inequality have sparked debates on the limits and unexplored potential of human rights law in achieving global justice.

Equality restricted

Socioeconomic distribution has generally been sidelined in the development of human rights. Recently, some scholars have highlighted the
insufficiency of what is often termed the “minimums approach” in human rights law. For them, human rights have focused widely on providing only the bare minimum, or the basic needs for a life in dignity, a notion coherent “with the liberal-egalitarian and social-democratic idea of sufficiency within a welfare state.” For Samuel Moyn, “in the age of human rights, the pertinence of fairness beyond sufficiency has been forgotten.” While inequality logically describes a relationship between more than one person, the focus has been limited to one of its components—namely, the poor and deprived individual. Nothing within human rights law concerns, it seems, the other side of the relationship, the privileged few. Consequently, “one could imagine one man owning everything—an absolute overlord—and he would not violate the current scheme of human rights, so long as everyone had their basic rights fulfilled. Even perfectly realized human rights are compatible with radical inequality.” This compatibility is, however, conceptual. While legally possible within Moyn’s description of human rights law, the factual compatibility between the realization of human rights and socioeconomic inequality is at best questionable.

After all, the impacts of socioeconomic inequality on the realization of human rights have been demonstrated. For example, in the context of the right to health, the correlation between socioeconomic disadvantage and a lower life expectancy and higher rates of diseases may raise central issues under the right to health. Inequality-inducing austerity measures put in place by Spanish authorities had a severe impact on access to health care, raising serious concerns under the right to health, particularly when read through an equality lens. In this context, interpreting equality distributively may shift our perspective from one of insufficiency to one of maldistribution.

**Revitalizing the equality norm**

Shortcomings in the approach of bodies such as the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and the European Committee of Social Rights to socioeconomic inequality have prompted renewed investigation into the limitations and potential of the equality framework. Former United Nations Special Rapporteur on extreme poverty and human rights Philip Alston and scholars have proposed the “revitalization of the equality norm” in recognition of the direct connection between socioeconomic inequality and the realization of human rights. The challenge lies particularly in identifying the normative consequences that may be inferred from such a connection. While the present understanding of equality allows for an indirect assessment of socioeconomic inequality, a renewed interpretation aims at identifying the presence of a normative command of distribution stemming from a positive notion of equality. An assessment of the aspects of a “renewed” principle of equality and nondiscrimination could shed some light on how austerity could be coherently dealt with under human rights law.

The principle of equality and nondiscrimination is a central principle of human rights law and a crosscutting norm that guides the application of this legal system in its entirety. Initially, the human rights provisions of equality and nondiscrimination safeguarded what may be defined as formal equality or the provision of equal treatment. Critiques highlighted the “emptiness” of this legal formulation of equality, which appeared
only to repeat a command for the realization of particular rights and to offer no additional normative content of its own. These critiques prompted responses in the effort to substantiate the equality norm, made evident in the evolution of the concept of substantive equality. In this developed reading, the substance of equality requires an enhanced analysis of the realization of rights in relation to subjects’ factual circumstances of inequalities. In the context of austerity, for instance, an analysis of formal equality could not identify the disparate effects of raising consumption taxation (such as VAT) equally across the population. Substantive equality, however, looks at the concrete outcomes of a determinate act rather than focusing solely on treatment.

An approach extending beyond equal treatment has already been present in courts’ and treaty bodies’ evaluations of equality. In its varying formulations, substantive equality has increasingly informed legal assessments of equality. Socioeconomic considerations are not so easily brought within the scope of law, however. The separation of powers prevents judicial interference in executive or legislative competences. Additionally, in the case of international human rights law, resistance to interference in such socioeconomic matters is stronger, given the field’s supranational (and consequently external) nature. Within the legal consideration of socioeconomic distribution, therefore, one stumbles upon the difficult exercise of defining how far human rights mechanisms can go in defining the obligations under human rights law.

In the face of such impediments in addressing matters of distribution, socioeconomic inequality has been addressed mostly indirectly, such as through the inclusion of “poverty” or “socioeconomic disadvantage” within lists of prohibited grounds of discrimination. As highlighted by Sakiko Fukuda-Parr, a direct assessment of economic inequality as an issue of distribution is deliberately kept from the agenda of human rights, in alignment with particular political interests. Consequently, there is a dissonance between the assessment of distribution within a society and the analysis of differential treatment on the basis of socioeconomic disadvantage.

In going beyond nondiscrimination, authors have proposed a disentanglement of equality as a broader, positive notion from the more negative prohibition of discrimination. Put simply, while nondiscrimination tackles issues of recognition and identity-related matters of disadvantage under particular grounds, equality corresponds to a command of effecting equality, including through distribution. To be sure, such a clear-cut distinction cannot be made without sacrificing attention to the complex relation between distribution and recognition. Not only does nondiscrimination place positive obligations on states regarding disadvantage and inclusion, but it also contains a distributive element of its own. Interpreting equality as a positive version of nondiscrimination can equally result in its further reduction to positive obligations under the prohibition of discrimination.

Calls for the revitalization of the equality norm seem to take a different path, therefore, going beyond the common formulation of particular provisions of equality and nondiscrimination. As an argument of systematic coherence, it stretches beyond one provision, concerning equality as an underlying principle, calling for a clarification of its normative consequences as such. This exercise seems to follow a notion of legal principle as a general norm (as opposed to one particular rule) inferable from a legal system in its entirety, and which informs the interpretation of all of this system’s particular provisions.

Importantly, a turn to interpretation brings a political debate on the limits of human rights law in tackling economic policy questions such as austerity within the domain of legal theory. The neutrality of human rights law is set aside as a mere alternative interpretation that is in fact insufficient
for creating coherence as to the fulfillment of the system’s normative propositions. A focus is therefore placed on the realization of the system in its entirety and thus on the language of human rights law and the interdependence and indivisibility of rights. The references to “everyone” in particular provisions are not meaningless. It is an explicit reference to the fundamental nature of equality, as the unequal realization of rights renders them ineffective. An interpretation of a norm that does not command the creation of the conditions of possibility for its own realization could not logically be accepted. If an interpretation allows for a behavior that makes such a right non-realizable, it can only be incorrect and illogical. Or, as passionately put by Hans Kelsen, “an obligation whose content does not include its own realization—what a self-contradiction!—is actually without content; it is no obligation at all.”

Interpreting socioeconomic rights
Socioeconomic rights are inevitably distributive, requiring considerations of resource allocation for their realization. In the context of the right to health, the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights has affirmed that states are under a core obligation “to ensure equitable distribution of all health facilities, goods and services” and that a “failure to take measures to reduce [their] inequitable distribution” is a violation of the obligation to fulfill the right to health. Furthermore, “the suspension of legislation or the adoption of laws or policies that interfere with the enjoyment of any of the components of the right to health” is a violation of the obligation to protect the right to health. The committee also stresses that equality and nondiscrimination address integral components of the right to health. In sum, “the existing gross inequality in the health status of the people, particularly between developed and developing countries, as well as within countries, is politically, socially and economically unacceptable and is, therefore, of common concern to all countries.”

Wealth-concentrating austerity that cripples the realization of the right to health is therefore in gross dissonance with states’ obligations under socioeconomic rights.

The equal enjoyment of the right to health requires distributive considerations in the realization of this right and refers to more than just a prohibition of unjustified distinctions as safeguarded under nondiscrimination. This distributive interpretation is not limited to the right to health. Equally harshly affected by austerity, the right to social security provides a framework for a distributive interpretation. For Beth Goldblatt, “understanding the right as one of the vehicles to achieve distributive justice gives real effect to the principle of equality within human rights. Providing social security equally requires more than the eradication of status-based discrimination.”

Distributive equality can also be read into the right to fair wages, and a minimalistic interpretation of “fairness” as equating a right to a minimum wage has been criticized as failing to acknowledge the right’s distributive essence. This was exemplified in the context of the Greek austerity policies, in which the European Committee of Social Rights found the disadvantage suffered by some workers disproportionate when taking into consideration a broader assessment of wage distribution. It stated that “to be considered fair within the meaning of Article 4§1, the minimum or lowest net remuneration or wage paid in the labor market must not fall below 60% of the net average wage.” This comparative analysis was also present when reading article 4§1 in light of the nondiscrimination clause of the preamble of the European Social Charter, finding the reduction of wages of persons aged under 25 to be manifestly disproportionate. Similar points have been raised under the right to social security as an inherently distributive provision. It is clear that socioeconomic rights require resource allocation by definition, which, despite allowing for a
progressive (as opposed to immediate) realization, sets concrete obligations as to what must guide realization.\textsuperscript{76} While states must progressively realize socioeconomic rights, observance of the principle of equality and nondiscrimination configures an immediate obligation “that requires not merely the proscription of arbitrary differentiation between groups but also the promotion of substantive equality in the enjoyment of rights”—in other words, equality of outcomes between protected groups.\textsuperscript{77}

The equality norm, as commanding distribution in the creation of the conditions for the realization of socioeconomic rights, can only reject the presumption of a legitimate public interest in wealth-concentrating austerity. Courts’ and treaty bodies’ reviews cannot ignore distributive equality in determining the legitimacy of these measures, relying merely on an assessment of proportionality or reasonableness. Equality and nondiscrimination is not merely another factor to be balanced against other interests.\textsuperscript{78} Only when the principle is reduced to a technical framework of identity-based equality is it possible to sideline distributive equality to the detriment of rights realization. The revitalization of the equality norm seeks, thus, to highlight that such limitation contributes only to a fundamental dissonance between the principles of human rights law and their actualization.

While this revitalized interpretation of the equality norm elucidates the limitations of current human rights law structures, it still requires conceptual development.\textsuperscript{79} As exemplified by Gillian MacNaughton’s formulation of a right to social equality, these interpretative elaborations do a good job at demonstrating the presence in the current human rights framework of instruments with the potential for addressing socioeconomic inequalities.\textsuperscript{80} In doing so, they act as immanent critiques, demonstrating inconsistencies from a point of view internal to the human rights law framework itself.\textsuperscript{81} Highlighting the interdependence of human rights and the foundational nature of the equality norm points to the right direction in addressing socioeconomic inequality, particularly because it demonstrates that minimalistic interpretations of equality are not a necessity. They do not, however, clarify much about the nature of equality as a norm of international law. Concrete investigations of issues such as austerity may provide an opportunity to imagine if and how the equality norm could be instrumentalized against wealth accumulation.

Naturally, an academic intervention can only suggest a certain reading of the equality norm, and the role of applying it to a concrete case remains with the courts and treaty bodies that are faced with instances of a legal assessment of socioeconomic inequality. If equality is to be revitalized, however, coherence demands that an interpretation which accepts wealth concentration at face value under the guise of neutrality be abandoned. As exemplified by the right to health, although retrogression may be accepted under particular conditions, the principle of equality and nondiscrimination cannot be ignored. Beyond an examination of the reasonableness of retrogressions or the proportionality of limitations to equality, austerity can be rejected for the ideology that underlies it. While such a shift in interpretation may raise questions regarding the limits of law in determining economic policies, this rejection does not break human rights law’s neutral approach regarding economic models. To the contrary, it rejects the co-optation of human rights by ideologies that concentrate wealth and exacerbate socioeconomic inequality.\textsuperscript{82}

Conclusion

Austerity measures are demonstrably detrimental to the realization of human rights. While the human rights law framework generally prohibits retrogressions in rights realization, it allows for exceptions based on an unclear and uncritical acceptance of trickle-down economics as a “legitimate public interest.” The principle of equality and nondiscrimi-
ination, while increasingly interpreted to safeguard substantive equality, has been significantly limited in its application to socioeconomic matters. In the context of austerity, its interpretation is contained within a peripheral framework of safeguarding particular instances of identity-based equality. Socioeconomic equality, meanwhile, has been widely disregarded as part of the equality framework under human rights law. In this paper, I have elaborated on proposals for a renewed interpretation of the equality norm, considering its possible effects for analyzing austerity. Interpreted as a principle of human rights law, equality and nondiscrimination must inform all aspects of rights realization and not only be invoked within the balancing of interests. Within this reading, the validity of wealth concentration as a legitimate public interest cannot be presupposed. Distributive equality must thus inform the reconsideration of the assumed compatibility between austerity measures and human rights law, overcoming the exclusion of distributive assessments justified through the ideological neutrality of human rights.
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